
Autumn Horizon Bangle Bracelets 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
 
Instructions 1 
53 Bead Gallery® matte green iris plated hematine 4mm pentagon 
           faceted round beads (19988) 
53 Bead Gallery® bright green iris rainbow matte plated hematine 
           4mm pentagon faceted rounds beads (19990) 
53 Bead Gallery® green iris plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted 
           round beads (19975) 
53 Bead Gallery® copper plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted 
           round beads (19968) 
53 Bead Gallery® copper rainbow iris matte plated hematine 4mm 
           pentagon faceted round beads (19979) 
53 Bead Gallery® copper matte plated hematine 4mm pentagon 
           faceted round beads (19977) 
53 Bead Gallery® rose gold plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted 
           round beads (19972) 
53 Bead Gallery® rose gold matte plated hematine 4mm pentagon 
           faceted round beads (19978) 
16 Bead Gallery® silver tone plated head pin 
2pks Beadalon® memory wire, flat, large bracelet, silver plated, 0.35 oz 
 
 
Instructions 2 
49 Bead Gallery® copper rainbow iris plated hematine 4mm pentagon 
           faceted round beads (19971) 
12 Bead Gallery® purple iris coated hematine chevron beads 3mm 
          (15230) 
02 Bead Gallery® silver tone plated head pin 
           Beadalon® memory wire, flat, large bracelet, silver plated, 0.35 oz 
          (1 loop 3/8”) 
 
Instructions 3 
1pk Bead Gallery® matt aqua iris coated hematine square rondell 
           beads 1x3mm (15222) 
02 Bead Gallery® silver tone plated head pin 
           Beadalon® memory wire, flat, large bracelet, silver plated, 0.35 oz 
          (1 loop 3/8”) 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic memory wire shears (JTMEMCUT2) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
 
Time: 15 minutes per bracelet 



 
Level Of Difficulty: Beginner 
 
Instructions: 
 
      Instructions 1 

1. Cut 1 loop plus 1 3/8”. 
2. Form a simple loop. 
3. String 49 hematine beads and form a simple loop. 
4. Using head pin, string 2 hematine and form a simple 

loop. Repeat 1 time. 
5. Connect dangles from step 4 to each side of 

bracelet. 
 
     Instructions 2 

1. Cut 1 loop plus 1 3/8”. 
2. Form a simple loop. 
3. String 49 hematine beads and form a simple loop. 
4. Using head pin, string 6 hematine chevrons and form 

a simple loop. Repeat 1 time. 
5. Connect dangles from step 4 to each side of 

bracelet. 
 
     Instructions 3 

1. Cut 1 loop plus 1 3/8”. 
2. Form a simple loop. 
3. String hematine square beads leaving enough room 

to form a simple loop. 
4. Form simple loop. 
5. Using head pin, string 5 hematine squares and form a 

simple loop. Repeat 1 time. 
6. Connect dangles from step 5 to each side of 

bracelet. 
 
 


